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The Human Factors contribution in the scope of the industrial process optimization presented in this case study had to deal with considerations regarding the physical and mental workload requirements of different workstations and the capabilities of the operators assigned to them. The scope was to provide the industrial management with a better way to allocate human resources to tasks having different workload requirements. This work presents an empirical model designed to quantify the impact of workload on workers with the aim of reducing operational errors and safety human errors.

The effects of this workload assessment can contribute to consider necessary areas of improvement in terms of technical measures, procedure optimizations and improved work organization, to reduce defects and waste generation. The paper presents a brief description of the empirical approach used to assess the workload of complex tasks in assembly lines; furthermore, it also discusses some of the preliminary results of its application.

1. Introduction

Process optimization in manufacturing is generally applied to improve production efficiency and to obtain economic benefits. To reach this purpose process optimization works primary in several branches as: technical measures upgrading, work organization procedures designing, waste and energy saving. In addition, in more recent years, process optimization extended his action versus the Human Factors (Hong et al., 2007). Human Factors (HF) in fact, still has a strong influence of production efficiency despite the ever-increasing level of automation and the standardization of working-procedures (Baines et al., 2005).

The relevance of HF has been recognize in several sector and it has been modelled differently depending on the characteristics of field of analysis, as an example: quality experts investigated the connections between errors and human behaviour (Miller et al., 1987), Safety experts included HF into accidents precursor analysis (Comberti et al., 2015a,,Baldissone et al, 2018) and into ex-post events analysis (Comberti et al., 2015b and 2018a). With the aim of reducing their repetition HF optimization is used in the area of work organization to reduce operational risks and improve task-time optimization (Lin et al., 2007).

Dealing with HF into process optimization implies to face off with the concept of Human Performance (HP) as a result of interaction between two macro factors (Leva et al., 2018):

- Task Complexity (TC): summarising all factors contributing to physical and mental workload requirements for execution of a given operative task.
- Human Capability (HC): summarising the skills, training and experience of the people facing the tasks, representing a synthesis of their physical and cognitive abilities.

Human Performance is a complex system, where behaviour, cognition, physiology and working condition deeply interact and to include it into process optimization requires a multi-disciplinary approach (Leva et al., 2017). Automotive is a manufacturing-sector where production systems are based on a group of assembly lines composed by a sequence of working stations. Workstations are designed to allow under a time-constraint, named “Tack-time”, a task execution. Workstations demand different level of resources to workers to complete correctly each task depending to the task attributes.
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A model to assess and predict the HP, such as the reliability of individuals to perform specific tasks can be a very useful support in the process of allocating human resources to various workstations in an assembly line. Identifying the best couple worker-work station on the basis of the workstation attributes and the worker’s capabilities will have a positive impact in term of HP optimization and errors reduction (Groth et al., 2012). The design of such a system was proposed with an empirical approach and recently presented in 2019 (Comberti et al., 2019). It consisted in a conceptual model resumed in Figure 1 that was focused on the variable’s identification for the Human Performance assessment and an operative-one designed to be applied into real working condition.

![Figure 1: Conceptual model for HP assessment.](image)

This model was applied in an automotive assembly plant and tested on a pilot-case of 15 working-stations involving 30 workers. Results of HP assessment have been used by plant Managers to make a re-configuration of the workers distribution into the assembly-line (Comberti et al., 2018b) and quality data monitored as measurable impact on the rate of human errors. Results of this experiment were encouraging and allowed an expansion of the application. This paper presents an additional development of the project in which the model was applied to a bigger group of working-stations to refine the operational model for workload (WL) assessment.

Section 2 of the paper describes the operative model for WL refined with the analysis of the variables selected and section 3 shows the results of the model application to the case study. Conclusions ended the paper and gives a view of up-comings developments.

### 2. Methods

To set an operational model to WL assessment it was necessary to identify a set of actual observable and measurable quantities to estimate/assess the model variables. In addition to this, a common scale of evaluation for all quantities was adopted so as to allow a quantiative comparison between Workload (WL) requirements. The WL operational model was defined using a task analysis approach (Jung et al., 2001) of each workstation activity plus an observation protocol to score the whole assembly line.

Operative model contains for each factor considered into the Conceptual model a set of observable and measurable variables. The variables were selected after a field analysis with a participatory approach that involved both academic and industry professionals operating in the various management areas involved: Safety, Work Analysis, Quality, Work Organization. The observable variables selected will measured both in numerical and qualitative scales. In order to allow the confrontation between variables with a different nature and scale, all the variables will be harmonized in a common numerical scale from 1 to 10.

Figure 2 shows the operational model for WL assessment with the relations between variables-quantities and indicators.
Figure 2: Operational model for WL assessment.

With reference to Figure 2, the choices made to build the operational model was done considering the assembly line organization. The assembly line is a sequence of working-places where a shell is moved automatically from a workstation to the next following a certain rate called takt-time. In all working-place a task is performed on the shell according to a specific well-defined procedure. Each task is composed by several operations that can change or remaining constant depending on the characteristic of the shell being assembled.

- Process Variability was measured with two quantities: number of process (NP) and the process variance (PV). NP represents the number of task-types required by different shell-types in a workstation; NP was assessed between 1 (when the task does not vary following a shell-type variation) and 6 (when there are more than 5 possible task differences following different shell-types). PV represents the percentage of variations observed in each workstation. PV varied between 0 (when there are no variations depending on the shells being assembled) and 4, when the percentage of the most frequent activities for shell type is only about 60% of the total amount of assembly activities performed during the working day. The combination of this two quantities leads to definition of a numerical index called “Variability index” and it is expressed by the following equation:

\[ IV = NP + PV \]  

- Cycle complexity refers to the number of sub-operations composing the task. This quantity was assessed analyzing the operational procedures of each working-station. A corresponding Working Cycle Complexity index, “WCI”, was set with a range of variation from 1 (when sub-operations are less than 5) to 10 (when the basic operations are more than 40).

- Dexterity Required. This variable was related to the level of difficulty of making correctly the assembly operation of each task. To assess properly this variable tree quantities were measured: Parts number (PN), Parts similarity (PS) and presence or not of higher manual sub-task (MI). PN was related to the quantity of small parts managed. As a consequence, Part number index was set between 1, (when the small parts managed are less than 5), and 5 (when the parts managed during the task are more than 50). PS assessed the workload related to the choice between similar parts required for assembly, as an example 2 kind of screws may differ by 2mm in length. The Parts Similarity index (PS) was set between a value of “0” (there are
no parts similar) and 3, (the percentage of similar parts is more than 30% of the total parts managed during the task). Finally, MI index considered the presence of very complex sub-task requiring a higher level of manual skill. This index has a range of variation between “0” and 2 and was assessed with the support of work-analyst expert.

The combination of these 3 quantities leads to definition of a numerical index called “Dexterity index” and it is expressed by the following equation:

$$DI = PN + PS + MI$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

- Physical effort and time pressure. These variables were related to physical workload of the workstation.

A set of two quantities was defined to assess them: a standard ergonomic measurement leads the Physical index (PI) and the level of saturation of takt-time gives the Saturation index (SI).

Both of them are values varying between 1 and 5. As a consequence of this the Physical Effort index (PEI) was defined as expressed by equation 3:

$$PEI = PI + SI$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In summary as a consequence of the operational model each workstation would be evaluated in term of Workload using 4 indicators: IV, CI, DI and PEI.

3. Results

An area of 3 assembly lines of a medium-vehicle manufacturing plant was used to test the WL operational model. That entailed the analysis of more than 70 working-stations and for all the set of 4 indicators above mentioned was calculated. Figures from 3 to 5 shows as example the distribution of values of 3 indicator. Lines were named by a letter from A to C and working-stations were identified by a letter (corresponding to the line belonging) and a progressive number.

Figures from 3 to 5 highlights how each index was varying along the assembly lines, even if all working stations were characterized by the same tack-time. In addition, some work-stations can have higher scores in some index and lower in other index. This implies that each working station can implies a different level of workload even as total amount of workload even as workload composition. WCI index had a similar variation. The 4th index system allowed a quantification of the workload requirements.

![Variability Index (IV)](image-url)
4. Conclusion

This work is part of two years industrial-academic project focused on Human Performance optimization. The main scope of this work was to develop a model to estimate Workload for an assembly process and to use this information to optimize human resources allocation and workstation assessment. This work was carried out using an empirical approach to be customised for the real working condition under analysis. A case study of 3 lines and 75 working station was selected. On the basis of the WL operational model a set of 4
indicators were calculated for all workstations. Information collected highlighted how the amount and the composition of workload can differ along the assembly-lines. The different level of WL can be used to support the process of workers allocation along the lines. In order to minimize the risk of human error a better matching worker-working station can be achieved considering the quantitative information calculated with the using of WL operational model. The human capability assessment (Figure 1) is ongoing and will involves more than 150 workers. These results can be extended to all other field where the human factor as a relevant role as discontinuous process or maintenance operation. A detailed WL assessment coupled to a human capability assessment could contributes to human errors mitigation.
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